From Dukes through Jass: pathological prognostic indicators in rectal cancer.
In the recently described Jass staging system for resected adenocarcinoma of the rectum, peritumoral lymphocytic infiltration and tumor growth pattern are introduced as significant indicators of prognosis in conjunction with depth of tumor invasion and lymph node metastasis. The authors of this study have tested the applicability of the Jass system by reviewing 348 resected rectal cancers for 12 pathological variables, including two newly recognized features, namely the Crohn's-like lymphoid reaction and metastatic tumor nodules in pericolic fat. By univariate analysis improved 5-year survival rate was associated with tubular-type adenocarcinoma, low tumor grade, retention of tubule configuration and nuclear polarity, expanding tumor growth pattern, prominent peritumoral lymphocytic infiltration, absence of extramural vein invasion by tumor, all levels of intramural and extramural invasion short of widespread local tumor dissemination, a Crohn's-like lymphoid reaction pattern, and absence of both nodal metastasis and tumor nodules in perirectal fat. By Cox stepwise proportional hazards analysis, depth of tumor invasion, lymph node metastasis, Crohn's-like lymphoid reaction, and extramural venous invasion retained independent prognostic significance. Peritumoral lymphocytic infiltration and tumor growth pattern of the Jass staging system failed to compete successfully with other variables in the proportional hazards model, in part because of their correlation with the model's selected variables. Both intramural and extramural extent of tumor invasion coupled with lymph node metastasis form the cornerstones of rectal cancer staging. However, other factors do refine prognostication. From this study the Crohn's-like lymphoid reaction emerges as a significant new independent indicator of prognosis for survival from rectal cancer. Although the Crohn's-like lymphoid reaction and extramural vein invasion took precedence as staging variables in this study, a complex interrelationship with other parameters was observed.